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Brake pad selection
made easy

Bosch Blueline

Your
first choice

in brake
pads

Make the smart choice and 
order your Bosch Blueline 
brake pads today.
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Whilst every care has been taken in the preparation of this publication, Bosch does not warrant the accuracy or 
completeness of the information in this publication and Bosch reserves the right to alter specifications without 
notice. To the extent permitted by law, including the Australian Consumer Law and the Consumer Guarantees 
Act 1993 (NZ), Bosch excludes all liability, including negligence, for any loss incurred in the reliance on the 
contents of this publication.

Find out more at:

www.boschautoparts.com.au
www.boschautoparts.co.nz

Your local Bosch Blueline brake pad distributor:

Bosch Blueline Brake Pads: 
Vehicle-matched to optimise 
performance

✔ One pad choice for each vehicle

✔ Designed intelligently

✔ To perform consistently

Bosch Blueline:

Your choice is simple.

Bosch Blueline:

Your choice is simple.



No multiple choice options

No discussion about driving styles

No generic pad formulations

No generic noise solutions

Bosch has 90 years experience in brake system design for OE 

manufacturers globally including the invention of ABS and 

ESP technology.

As a brake pad manufacturer and leader in the European 

market we have an intimate understanding of brake pad 

design.

Our advanced friction formulations are intelligently matched 

to vehicles to deliver:

✔ High braking performance

✔ Excellent thermal stability

✔ Quiet braking

✔ Reduced dust

Bosch Blueline takes the guesswork out of making the right 

pad choice for your customers.

Bosch brake pads are tested for all facets of braking 

performance including: 

✔ Performance dynamometer testing 

✔ Noise evaluation

✔ Environmental testing 

✔ On-vehicle performance

Our state-of-the-art proving ground in China as well as the 

winter test centre in Sweden ensures that all necessary 

performance testing is carried out in accordance with Bosch’s 

high quality standards.

Local vehicle testing is conducted at the Australian 

Automotive Research Centre in Anglesea.

Special Design Features: Where required we include 

features such as shims, slots and chamfers to achieve the 

best possible performance.

Bosch Blueline Brake Pads: Make the right choice for 

your customers.

Precise Industry Standards: For European applications 

Bosch Blueline brake pads exceed the ECE R90 regulations.

Our aim: To keep brake pad 
selection simple without 
compromising performance

Bosch Blueline: Designed to 
perform like the original

Don’t compromise your 
customer’s safety 


